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with wsl you can use your linux tools in your windows system with full access
to all the same windows tools as you would have used with linux. you can
even use a linux terminal to interact with your windows system. the windows
subsystem for linux (wsl) is built on the same technology as the windows
subsystem for windows (wss), which allows you to run windows applications in
the linux environment. in our experience, the most frequent reason for users
to install linux alongside windows is for compatibility with other linux software,
for example, libreoffice. it's also a good choice for developers, who have
created all of their applications for linux and don't want to have to maintain
the same software for windows. the windows subsystem for linux (wsl) is a
windows feature that enables linux applications to run natively on windows.
you can get a wsl installation file from microsoft's website and install it on
windows 10. you can also download the windows application files, transfer the
files to your computer and run them on windows. microsoft's wsl 2 is a
lightweight version of the linux operating system that enables you to run linux
commands and software natively in your windows operating system. it also
allows you to access windows software, including microsoft office and visual
studio. you can choose the version of wsl 2 that you want to install; the wsl 2
home edition provides a simple, lightweight linux environment for casual
users, and the wsl 2 pro edition provides a full linux system. installing wine
can be a daunting task if you dont know where to start. winehq has simplified
things for you. an offline installer you can use to install wine on multiple
platforms, including linux. this method is the safest way to install the latest
version of wine.
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now that you have your linux environment set up, we recommend configuring
your dns server to point the "www" domain to your wsl environment. this

means you wont have to remember to type wsl.linux.com or something like
that in your browser, instead you can just use the conventional dns entry. just
remember the wsl environment is only on the standard c: partition. first thing
to consider is what version of linux you want. there is windows subsystem for
linux (wsl) built into windows 10, and that is likely what you want to use to get

up and running. there is also ubuntu, which is the most popular linux for
windows, or centos, which is one of the most popular distributions for linux.
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you'll want to find the appropriate windows version of windows, and then
download and install wsl. after you have installed wsl, you will need to
download and install the ubuntu or centos distro you are interested in.

windows 10 support is only for the latest windows 10 version. wsl has to run
on the c: drive of windows 10, so it is not possible to use wsl on any other
drive. if you want to dual-boot with windows, you will need to install the

ubuntu or centos distro on a second drive, and set up the bootable partition. if
you just want to run linux, that's fine too. for users on all versions of linux, we
do our best to support their distribution. for users on rhel or centos, download

the appimage directly from the appimage website. for users on fedora,
download the fedora appimage from the appimage website. this is the easiest

way to get an appimage working on all linux distributions. 5ec8ef588b
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